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How has the UK responded to the financial crisis?

 UK has used all available 

instruments

1. Nationalisation of Northern Rock

2. Bradford & Bingley: part 

nationalisation; part sell-off

3. Government-”facilitated” Lloyds 

TSB/HBOS merger

4. Recapitalisation and guarantees 

– Lloyds TSB, HBOS, Royal 

Bank of Scotland

5. Asset protection scheme



Nationalisation of Northern Rock

 Government initially resisted 

nationalisation – many months 

spent trying to find buyer

 New legislation introduced to 

effect nationalisation 

 Banking (Special Provisions) Act 

2008 (now replaced)

 Very wide powers for Ministers, but 

relatively uncontroversial

 Traditional R&R approach at 

Commission

 Recent return to increased lending 

to “support Government policy”



Bradford & Bingley – flexible R&R

 B&B retail deposit book with 

matching cash sum, plus 

branches and employees sold to 

Santander

 Rest of business (mortgage book 

and loan book) taken into public 

ownership to achieve orderly 

winding down

 R&R rules applied, with some 

flexibility



Government-”facilitated” Lloyds TSB/HBOS merger

 Government appeared to broker 

merger between Lloyds TSB and 

HBOS, in light of HBOS problems

 Introduced new “financial stability” 

criterion to allow ministerial 

override of Office of Fair Trading 

concerns

 OFT: “There is a realistic prospect 

of a substantial lessening of 

competition”



Recapitalisation and government guarantees

 Recapitalisation package

 68% stake in RBS

 But will be around 90% in value 

(partly in non-voting preference 

shares)

 43% stake in Lloyds TSB/HBOS

 Later alterations to conditions

 Removal of balance sheet cap 

when Commission revised 

guidance on this point

 Reduction of guarantee fee



Toxic asset guarantee

 Announced in mid-January

 Guarantee rather than asset 

purchase

 Complexity of valuation

 Read across from Commission 

guidance is clear, but some 

details may remain tricky

 Full transparency

 Burden sharing

 EC approval for scheme required



The obligation to lend to the “real economy”

 Original UK scheme did require “full 

commitment to support lending to small 

businesses and home buyers”

 Balance sheet cap (since removed) 

militated against this - controversy 

about lack of enforcement

 UK toxic asset guarantee conditional 

on “legally binding agreements to 

increase the amount of lending…to 

homeowners and businesses”

 New Northern Rock plan also geared 

towards new lending with “additional 

funding...partly provided by an increase 

in the Government loan to Northern 

Rock”



Looking forward from the UK perspective – some questions

1. Commission guidance on toxic assets reiterates restructuring 

requirement, taking into account total aid received across all 

measures. How extensive will restructuring of UK banks be?

2. How committed is the Commission to ensuring that restructuring 

obligations do not hamper return to private sector ownership?

3. How is the Commission ensuring that it fully protects the interests 

of those institutions which have not called on government assistance?

4. Does the Commission have all the resources it needs to monitor and 

enforce effectively?  How can Member States help?
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